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XXI CANADIAN ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER OPEN 
 

The XXI Canadian Advanced Squad 

Leader Open (CASLO) was held in 

Victoria, BC, 18-21 May 2017, and 

assembled 22 players from Quebec, 

Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 

Alberta, British Columbia, and 

Washington State. 

  

This year was the first time the 

CASLO has been held west of the 

Rockies and now the tournament has 

spanned nearly the entire country 

(from BC to Quebec), a testament to 

the strong ASL community in 

Canada.  

 

On a sad note, Rick White, a long-time and stalwart player of the Vancouver ASL scene was 

unable to participate due to his sudden death from a heart attack in September 2016. Rick was 

truly missed. 

 

The CASLO’s format is that of a five-round, Swiss-Style tournament, which unlike the Final 

Four style format that has the last undefeated player claiming the title. With the Swiss-Style 

format, players play all the rounds and the player with highest score claims the title. In the past, 

the CASLO winner has been decided by one point, with several contending players each having 

one loss, requiring the tournament staff to figure out the winner – based on the tiebreaker format. 

This year’s CASLO winner is Darren Kovacs who accumulated 65 points. 

 

Sponsors 

Along with plaques provided by the Canadian ASL Association (CASLA), 

prizes were in abundance, thanks to sponsors: Lone Canuck Publishing 

(Scenario Packs), Gamer’s Armory (Gift Certificates), Le Franc Tireur 

(Scenario Packs), Battleschool (Battle Dice), Bounding Fire Productions (Gift 

Certificate), Noble Knight Games (Gift Certificates), Dispatches from the 

Bunker (Scenario Packs), Ritterkrieg (Gift Certificate), Kansas City ASL 

Group (Scenario Packs), Friendly Fire (Scenario Pack), and Yankee ASL 

(Scenario Pack) and local Victorian and World War II author Mark Zuehkle, 

who provided a personally autographed book “Tragedy at Dieppe”. The 

players were well rewarded for their skill and effort. 

 

Volunteers 

A “big pat on the back” goes out to the tournament volunteers who made the time to help out. 

Jay Simpson and Darren Kovacs who helped out by picking up incoming players at the airport 

and the ferry terminal – and then doing it again, returning them back to the airport and ferry 

terminals. Kyle Mitchell, who helped out, during the set up and during the mid-tournament room 

switch, by moving tables and chairs to the new room across the hallway. In addition, as a 

professional clown and balloon artist, Kyle made snakes, worms, swords, flowers, and his 

patented Unicorn Hats for David Wolfe’s girls when they paid a visit to the venue on Friday. 

Doug Rimmer, who set up and operated, the electronic score-keeping program for the 

tournament, which allowed me as the Tournament Director (TD) to participate in the tournament 

without the worry of having to crunch the numbers between the rounds. Finally, the CASLA 

Director, Steve Slunt, and the Treasurer Michael Rodgers, who put on pizza for the players on 

Friday night – it was well received and very much appreciated by all. 

 

Venue 

This year’s CASLO was held at the Comfort Inn & Suites, which 

provided the players with spacious rooms to stay in and the tournament 

with a room nearly 1,000 square feet in size to play ASL in. The Hotel’s 

Convention Manager, Greg Shew, who with his staff provided the 

tournament with a hassle free venue. Greg went out of his way by, 

allowing the tournament to relocate (at no extra cost) to a larger space 

(2,400 square feet) across the hallway for Saturday and Sunday. This 

relocation allowed the tournament get clear of a dance on Saturday night 

and a church service on the Sunday morning, both that were being held 

in adjoining room. 
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Sightseeing 

Victoria, with its old English theme, is a tourist destination and with the CASLO being held on 

the Victoria Day Long Weekend, made it even more appealing for the participants to bring along 

their wives and family for a mini-vacation.  

 

 
 

David Wolfe brought up his wife and two girls, to Victoria and spent the Thursday sightseeing. 

David was very fortuitous, as across the street from the hotel where the tournament was being held, 

was 154th Annual Highland Games & Celtic Festival. The Games & Festival put on a weekend 

exposition of everything Scottish & Celtic; from dancing, tossing the caber, and pipe bands, to 

music, food, whiskey and beer tasting. David was grinning ear to ear upon his return to the venue 

for Round 4. 

 

Steve Slunt, Doug Rimmer, and Michael Rodgers were also accompanied by their wives, and all 

took in a little sightseeing before, during, and after the tournament. The weather could not have 

been better, with the sun out in a clear blue sky, the temperatures in the low 20s/70s (ºC/ºF), and 

a nice onshore breeze to keep it from getting too hot. 

 

THURSDAY 
 

The day prior to the tournament start was the Open Game Day, put on by the Victoria ASL 

Group, and consisted of Open Gaming and the Mini-Tournament. Open Gaming allowed players 

to play any ASL scenario they wanted against whomever they could wrangle into a game; in 

addition, there was the Mini-Tournament. A word on the mini-tournament; historically, the mini-

tournament is not well attended, with usually a few players (if any) battling it out for a plaque. 

However, this year’s CASLO had 10 players registered for it, requiring some quick manoeuvring 

by the TD to match up two tournaments of four players and convincing the remaining two 

players to join the open gaming. It was a great two mini-tournaments that not only allowed the 

players to warm up for the main tournament, but also allowed a few players who could not attend 

the CASLO main tournament because of work commitments, to play some ASL. 

 

Many long-time CASLO participants (Steffan Knippel, Michael Rodgers, and Doug Rimmer) 

made the trip out to the West Coast. In addition, a face that has not been seen in nearly a decade 

surfaced like a zombie from the frozen Manitoba tundra – Blake Ball returned from his ASL 

hiatus to take part in this year’s tournament. 

 

As is the custom, a handful Americans made the trip north across the border to take part in the 

CASLO. David Wolfe managed to convince fellow Washingtonians Allen Evenson, Rich 

Jenulis, Jeff Wirthlin, and Brent Morris to take part – work prevented a few others from joining 

them.  

 

One thing about the CASLO is that for many, it is their first ASL tournament. The mystic of 

participating in a tournament can be daunting at first; however, the CASLO despite being a 

competitive tournament, is also a friendly gathering of long-time friends and acquaintances. This 

familiarity helped first-timers such as; Andrew Simpson, Kyle Mitchell, and Jim Bennett to not 

only participate and but also to enjoy themselves. 

 

FRIDAY 
 

The game room opened at 9.30 am, with 

tournament staff getting things ready for the 

tournament: registration, distribution of name tags, 

giving out of tournament SWAG/Souvenirs (Valour 

at Casa Berardi scenario packs, ASL for Fun tubes, 

T-Shirts, Coffee Cups, and Beer Glasses) to the 

participants. 

 

Open Ceremony 

From its conception, the CASLO is steeped with 

tradition, one such tradition being the Opening 
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Ceremony. The Opening Ceremony is meant to officially welcome the players and remember any 

fallen members with a toast of scotch whiskey. This year’s toast was contained in XXI CASLO 

Shot Glass that participants got to keep. 

 

After the Open Ceremony, the CASLO tournament rules and format were announced and the 

Round 1 match ups were made known. 

 

 
 

Upon the completion of the last match of Round 1, pizza was delivered to the venue by the hotel 

staff, and the participants enjoyed a few delicious slices pizza prior to the start of Round 2. 

 

 
 

Starting around 9.00 pm, volunteers started moving tables and chairs to the larger room across 

the hallway. The last match was wrapped up shortly after midnight and the venue was secured 

soon after. 

 

SATURDAY 
 

The new spacious room was open at 8.30 am and tournament staff prepared the match ups. 

Players positively commented on the larger room with it exterior windows and ability to open the 

doors allowing fresh air into the room. 

 

 
 

Many of the games were completed early, allowing players to leave the hotel and enjoy the 154th 

Highland Games & Celtic Festival across the street in Topaz Park. Round Four started at 5.00 

pm and ran until 11.00 pm, after which a few participants sought some additional entertainment 

in the local night life. 
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SUNDAY  
 

The morning was sunny and warmed quickly; Round 5 kicked off at 9.00 am, Jeff Wirthlin was 

the only person standing between Darren Kovacs and tournament victory. “Forest Devils” was 

the scenario and if Jeff won he would make declaring the tournament winner interesting as there 

would have been four players with 4-1 records. But alas, Jeff fell just short, thereby allowing 

Darren to claim victory in the scenario and the tournament.  

 

 
 

Closing Ceremony 

After a short pause to calculate the points and determine the ancillary prize winners, the Closing 

Ceremony proceeded. With all the players in attendance to show their support, the closing 

ceremony was much more enjoyable. A full crowd lends itself to the prestige of winning a prize 

more so than a half empty room. 
 

Standings, the final list is based on first on points. If players are tied for points, the tie-breakers are 

as follows: did you defeat the player, the point total of your opponents you defeated, the point total 

of all your opponents, and finally the lower ranked player. The system looks daunting at first, but 

once you go through it a couple times it is pretty straight forward. A “big shout out” goes to Doug 

Rimmer, who developed the electronic version of paper system used during the CASLO.  
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Tournament Awards 

   
First Place Second Place Third Place 

 

- First Place was awarded to Darren Kovacs. Darren is now a four-time winner of the 

CASLO, having bested a strong field of contenders to go undefeated and accumulate 65 

points. Darren has set tall benchmark for all who look to knock him off his pedestal. 

Congratulations – a well-deserved victory. 

 

- Second Place was awarded to Rich Jenulis. Rich came north across the border from 

Washington State and brought a strong game with him. Only losing to the Darren Kovacs 

in Round 3, Rich bounced back and best Jeff Wirthlin in Round 4 and Brad Hunter in 

Round 5, taking both opponents to the very end of the scenario.  

 

- Third Place was awarded to Blake Ball. Blake who had not being active in ASL scene 

for many years, showed up in Victoria, knocked off the rust, and got back into ASL with 

a bang. Only being defeated by that Kovacs guy, in a contested match of “SP38 – Led to 

Slaughter” that left Blake clenching his fist to the sky and cursing the dice gods. 

 

Like a clan of vampires from the Pacific Northwest, Rich Jenulis, Allen Evenson, and Brent 

Morris crossed the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Canada/US border from Port Angeles (near the 

place where they filmed the movie “Twilight”) to Victoria on the Coho Ferry. Arriving in 

Victoria just before noon on Thursday, and having just enough time to check in, dump their bags 

in their rooms, and head down to the gaming room to take part in the Mini-Tournament. 

 

   
Mini-Tournament #1 Mini-Tournament #2 Sportsmanship 

 

- Allen Evenson, a relative new player of the game of ASL, participated in the first mini-

tournament. Allen managed to win two close matches and was declared the winner of 

Mini-Tournament #1. 

 

- Rich Jenulis, quickly started rolling dice, and did not stop until just before midnight. When 

the dust settled Rich was 2-0 and declared the winner of Mini-Tournament #2. 

 

- Sportsmanship Winner was awarded to Jim Bennett. The Sportsmanship Award is 

thought to be just given to the player who did not win a scenario during the tournament. 

While this belief is partially correct, the spirit of the Sportsmanship Award really goes to 

the player who stays the entire tournament and plays all the scenarios – even when he 

knows he isn’t going to win a match. This player displays good sportsmanship, because 

of his commitment to the hobby. I’ve been to some tournaments where players who don’t 

have a chance of winning or placing high enough to garner even a slim chance at a prize 

pack up and leave. On the contrary, Jim Bennett, a relatively new player from Qualicum 

Beach and former member of the Victoria ASL Group, stuck in there and played all five 

games. He no doubt learned an enormous amount from his opponents and hopefully is 

motivated to play more and come to more tournaments in the future. 
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Ancillary Prizes 

 

The Prize Table 

 

Each winner received a framed certificate and a selection from the prize table for their 

accomplishments. 

 

     
Snake-Eyes Rate of Fire Boxcars Sniper Close Combat 

 

- Most Snake-Eyes went to Andrew Simpson with a total of 23. 

- Highest Rate of Fire went to George Kelln, with 9 shots from a ROF 2 Light Mortar. 

- Most Boxcars went to Steve Slunt, who managed to accumulate 21 of them. 

- Deadliest Sniper went to Andrew Simpson, who accumulated 62 points from his 

opponent rolling his Sniper Activation Number. 

- Close Combat Commander: “Close with and destroy the enemy” is the role of the 

infantry and achieving this goal with +11 CVP in Close Combat/Melee was George Kelln. 

 

Pack up 

The dread task of any event, but as the old adage goes “many hands make for short work” 

applied. Within a matter of 30 minutes, the venue was disassembled and packed up; during 

which good-byes were said for those who had depart. 

 

Post Tournament Meal 

A longstanding tradition is the post tournament meal. In Winnipeg, where the CASLO was born, 

after the pack up the remaining participants would make short walk to Rae & Jerry’s Steakhouse 

with its vintage 1970s Las Vegas casino interior (think red leather). This year’s CASLO post 

meal was held at Bin 4 Burger House. Eight players, three wives, and one son, dined on gourmet 

burgers and talked about their games in the tournament. An excellent meal and good 

conversation was had by all. 

 

Final Note  

The Canadian Advanced Squad Leader Open was conceived by the late Jim McLeod, who had it in 

his mind that the CASLO would travel across Canada, with local ASL groups hosting it. Being a part 

of its creation, I know that Jim would be proud to see that the tournament has been held in five of the 

10 provinces from BC to Quebec, bringing together not only Canadian ASL players, but our 

American-cousins, and even players from overseas to play the game that is dear to all of us in the 

process. 

 

Roll Low & Hope for the Best 

 

George Kelln 

XXI CASLO Tournament Director 


